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Vertical stainless-steel digital display

board with a 42” screen suitable for

usage as digital advertisement and

announcement board. An ideal solution

to publish ads and announcements on a

wide-screen. The product can be use

for informative and advertisement

purposes in hotels, plazas, business

centers, hospitals, shopping centers,

holiday villages, movie theaters,

airports and bus terminals.

Extremely thin stainless steel body and

stand ( 10 cm ), stainless steel bottom

panel with lockable back cover , and

aesthetic look that adds value to your

locations.

Tumble-proof, fixable 10 mm heavy metal

base

Full screen SmartConnect display version

to present content.

Provides remote management and

update ability when used with the

SmartAccess remote.
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Standard Hardware:

Optional Hardware:

- Solid stainless steel structure

- Lockable bottom cabin

- 42" Industrial Plasma Screen

- 10 mm metal base ( can be internally fixed on the ground)

- CoreDuo 1.6 GHZ CPU

- 1 GB RAM

- 80 GB 2,5” Hard Disk

- On board 64 MB VGA

- On board 10/100 Ethernet

(opt. 2GB)

(Opt. Wireless)

Content Management and Presentation System
Software Package:

Height  : 195 cm

Width   : 79 cm

Depth   : 10 cm

Weight : 90 kg

- Infrared Touch-screen
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The SmartAccess server software allows remote
display management and content updates from a
single center. Provides an integrated solition in cases
where multiple displays are used. Users can obtain
detailed reports, remotely monitor displays,
automatically assigned different tasks and content to
displays at different locations, and ensure related
persons are automatically warned in case of a
problem.

SmartConnect fulfills interface software needs for
project content presentation, allows quick and easy
project implementation; the configuration can be
changed and managed according to project
specifications. Allows content preparation and
presentation with web-based technologies, ensures
display security and performs automatic maintenance.


